
It’s now approaching autumn here in New 

England, and that means the kids are back in 

school, a nice crisp feeling is in the air, the 

leaves are starting to turn, and, unfortunately, 

the Red Sox are out of the playoffs. Of course, 

football season has started, so we have the 

Patriots to root for now. This is one of my 

favorite times of year.

From a professional standpoint, I guess 

I’d have to say that DAC is one of my favorite 

times of year. This year’s DAC was something 

of a personal high point for me, as I had 

the opportunity to meet and interview the 

MythBusters at our kickoff lunch for the 

Advanced Verification Methodology. For those 

of you who aren’t familiar with the MythBusters, 

they are Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage, 

two Hollywood special effects experts who 

host a TV show on the Discovery channel in 

which they take urban myths and “put them to 

the test” to determine if they are confirmed, 

merely plausible, or busted. On the show, they 

somehow always manage to blow something 

up or otherwise destroy something, which is 

what makes it so much fun. There were no 

explosions at DAC, but we did manage to blow 

up a few myths about verification methodology 

and have some fun at the same time. Denali 

also participated in our MythBusters lunch at 

DAC, explaining how our open-source approach 

to the AVM lets them share code and IP with 

their partners without having to worry about 

licensing issues.

In keeping with this myth busting theme, we 

are focusing this issue of Verification Horizons 

on looking at various myths about verification 

and setting things straight. Our feature article 

answers a question I’ve been asked a lot lately, 

namely, How does the AVM compare to the 

VMM? The article will go into quite a bit of 

detail on this question, but I couldn’t help but 

think about the question from a slightly different 

perspective.
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My family was recently forced to replace 

our family car: my wife’s beloved old station 

wagon. For a few years, I had been gently 

suggesting that we get a minivan, but she was 

happy with what we had. With the need to 

replace the car, I was finally able to convince 

my lovely bride that it was time to make the 

change, but even then we had a choice. Should 

we buy a brand new minivan with the latest 

features, like stability and traction control, or 

should we buy a “pre-owned” one that would 

get the job done, but wouldn’t have the same 

power or safety features. Considering that its 

main job is to carry my family around, we both 

agreed that we should get the new, safer one.

I mention this story because it is similar 

to the thought process that many of you may 

be going through in trying to decide how to 

adopt a new verification methodology. You 

have a similar choice to make – should you 

go with the AVM or take a look at the VMM? 

In my minivan story, the VMM is the used 

car since it’s really based on old technology, 

having simply been ported from OpenVera® 

to SystemVerilog. The AVM is the new top-

of-the-line car that gives you all of the latest 

features and the power and flexibility that you 

need. Plus your tool and legacy investments 

are protected because it is based on an open 

standard. Which would you rather use to carry 

your precious cargo?

I think you’ll find our Partners Corner article 

this month to be especially informative as 

it features an interview with Pete LaFauci, a 

lead verification engineer at AMCC, one of our 

premier partner customers. The interview tells 

how Pete and his team chose the AVM as the 

basis for their move from e to SystemVerilog, 

and how we’ve worked together to deliver that 

solution. Again, the open-source nature of the 

AVM was pivotal in their decision and in our 

ability to work with other partners to deliver 

high-quality IP to meet AMCC’s needs.

Building on his article from the last 

issue, Harry Foster goes into more detail 

on how to integrate assertions into your 

AVM environment, using the power of 

SystemVerilog to combine assertion-based 

modules with classes through the AVM’s 

transaction-level communication mechanism. 

Also, our friend John Wilson, of our System 

Level Engineering group, has contributed a 

myth busting discussion of the benefits of the 

IP-XACT standard from the SPIRIT consortium 

for facilitating Verification IP reuse.

Finally, two members of our Technical 

Marketing team, Allan Crone and Raghu 

Ardieshar, will explain how you can use 

Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) in 

SystemVerilog to implement the same 

features that e provides via Aspect-Oriented 

Programming (AOP). These are the same 

techniques we employed in helping AMCC 

migrate from e to SystemVerilog, and we think 

you’ll find it a valuable discussion, especially if 

you’re also considering a similar move.

So now I invite you to sit back, relax, take 

a nice deep breath of cool, crisp autumn air 

(unless of course you live in Austin), and enjoy 

this issue of Verification Horizons. 

Respectfully submitted,

Tom Fitzpatrick

Verification Technologist
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inTroducTion

When it comes to verification myths, the 

big one out there currently is that the VMM 

somehow achieved the lofty status of being the 

state-of-the-art de facto standard methodology 

for the industry. This article will outline just 

some of the areas in which the AVM and VMM 

differ, with these areas clearly giving the AVM 

the edge.

When viewed from the proverbial “�0,000-

foot level,” both the AVM and the VMM can be 

described as methodologies intended to help 

users develop reusable, transaction-level, 

coverage-driven testbenches. The differences 

between the two, obviously, are due to the 

choices made in how to implement the 

specific components needed to build such an 

environment. 

Before we get into a detailed comparison of 

some of these issues, it is important to point 

out the two greatest strengths of the AVM for 

users considering the two. The first is that the 

AVM is completely open-source, which means 

that users are free to download the code and 

use (and/or modify) the components and 

examples as needed to build their testbench 

environments. Perhaps more importantly, the 

open-source availability of the AVM allows 

users to share their AVM-based IP with partners 

and customers without requiring them to pay 

any kind of licensing fee.1 The VMM source is 

heavily licensed and simply does not provide 

this level of flexibility.

The second substantial difference is that the 

AVM is implemented in both SystemVerilog and 

SystemC, while the VMM is SystemVerilog only. 

If you are only looking at SystemVerilog, you 

may think this issue unimportant. But when you 

consider the level to which your organization may 

be using C++ and/or SystemC for architectural 

modeling and software integration, the ability to 

apply the same verification concepts to support 

models in either language allows the AVM to 

provide a level of support and capability that 

the VMM simply does not match. Because 

of this limitation of the VMM, an “apples-to-

apples” comparison of the two methodologies 

requires us to focus on the SystemVerilog 

implementations only.

 
sysTemVerilog 
implemenTaTion diFFerences

The differences between the AVM and VMM 

in their SystemVerilog implementations are 

ultimately based on divergences Mentor and 

Synopsys® took in their approach to supporting 

the SystemVerilog language. Since many of 

the verification features of SystemVerilog were 

derived from the OpenVera donation made 

to Accellera by Synopsys, it made sense for 

Synopsys to focus their development efforts in 

VCS® on supporting the same set of features 

as OpenVera®. Unfortunately for Synopsys, and 

to the benefit of the user community, we on the 

SystemVerilog committees of Accellera and 

the IEEE took the OpenVera donation only as a 

starting point. 

When designing a language, it is important to 

consider the many interactions any particular 

feature may have with other features in the 

language. Much of the time that the committees 

spent in standardizing on the verification 

features of SystemVerilog were spent taking 

the OpenVera features and (a) making them 

compatible with the rest of Verilog and (b) 

enhancing the functionality of these features, 

and of the rest of the language, to make 

things internally consistent. The results of 

this effort were to make SystemVerilog a true 

hardware design and verification language 

that provides much more flexibility and power 

than was available in OpenVera, which is 

only a verification language. Because Mentor 

implemented SystemVerilog in Questa as it 

was specified in the standard, the AVM takes 

advantage of this strategy to provide our users 

with a much more powerful environment than 

the VMM. Since Synopsys has chosen to 

stick primarily to the OpenVera subset of the 

SystemVerilog implementation, there really 

is nothing in the VMM that was not originally 

developed for the RVM, which is several years 

old and was itself a port to OpenVera of an even 

older implementation of the same concepts.

The primary implementation feature leading 

to the major differences between the AVM 

and VMM is the class. In OpenVera, the class 

was the only unit of encapsulation, so it is no 

surprise that the VMM requires all verification 

components be modeled as classes. To be sure, 

there are many advantages to using classes 

for modeling verification components, not the 

least of which are the ability to instantiate them 

dynamically and randomize them easily. This 

is why the AVM also lets you use classes for 

modeling verification components. However, 

as we’ll see, there are also reasons not to use 

classes for some components, for which VMM 

does not provide a satisfactory alternative.

 
TransacTion-leVel 
communicaTion

When developing a verification methodology 

intended to support many different applications, 

it is necessary to provide a library of 

components that can do “the basic stuff” and, 

further, can be customized by users to suit their 

needs. Both the AVM and the VMM do this, but 

in substantially different ways. The VMM relies  

The AVM Advantage: Busting the Myth of VMM  
by Tom Fitzpatrick, Verification  Technologist, Mentor Graphics Corporation
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on macros to achieve this customization, which 

makes things harder to debug and also has a 

few other drawbacks. 

As an example, let’s look at the task of a 

communication path between two transaction-

level components. Both the AVM and the VMM 

provide general communication channel objects 

for this, but their use is significantly different. 

The transactions themselves are modeled 

as classes, and the components must be 

customized to work with a specific transaction 

object. Suppose we define a transaction object 

called myTrans.

The VMM provides the vmm_channel object 

to send transactions between components. To 

customize the vmm_channel to work with the 

object, VMM uses a macro:

 
v̀mm_channel(myTrans); 

This defines a new object named myTrans_chan 

that is derived from the vmm_channel base class 

that allows you to send the myTrans transaction 

between components �.

 
class myTrans_chan extends vmm_channel;

  task put(myTrans obj, int offset = -1);
    …
  endtask

 … 

endclass

You then instantiate the myTrans_chan 

object in your environment and connect it 

accordingly. 

 

myTrans_chan tx_chan;

The macro is not technically required, since 

you could write the new channel definition 

manually. However, this would be a rather 

tedious exercise in cut-and-paste typing since  

 

the VMM specification shows that put(), get(), 

and related methods would have to be redefined 

in terms of the object passed to the macro:

 
task put( class_name obj, // class_name is the macro arg

          int offset = -1);

Now suppose you wanted to use another 

transaction, myTrans�, to communicate 

between two other components. You may 

instantiate the `vmm_channel macro again to 

create another channel class, or you may cut-

and-paste from the previous definition and 

change the type of the put() and other (1� in 

all) methods:

 
class myTrans�_chan extends vmm_channel;
  task put(myTrans� obj, int offset = -1);
    …
  endtask
 … 

endclass

Notice that we now have two distinct object 

definitions that differ only in the type of object 

being communicated� . 

 

myTrans�_chan rx_chan;

When one considers the need also to have 

stimulus generators and other components 

similarly customized by transaction type, it is 

obvious that the VMM’s reliance on macros 

quickly leads to an explosion of objects 

whose definitions are nearly identical except 

for argument types. This can become a code 

management nightmare. Unfortunately, because 

the VMM relies on the OpenVera subset of 

SystemVerilog, Synopsys had no choice but to 

use this approach.

When developing classes in SystemVerilog, 

the committees looked at the original donation 

and realized that there were certain features 

that could be added to OpenVera classes to 

make them more powerful and more consistent 

with Verilog. Taking the cue from Verilog 

module parameterization capabilities, we 

added the ability to specify parameters in class 

definitions as well. The AVM makes full use 

of class parameterization both to simplify the 

implementation of the underlying library and to 

make it easier for our users to build upon it.

Consider the tlm_fifo class in the AVM, which 

is roughly equivalent to the vmm_channel.

 
class tlm_fifo #( type T = int ) extends 
                                                    avm_named_component;
…
  task put(input T t);
    …
  endtask
endclass

The parameterization of the type T allows us 

to have a single class definition and customize 

its behavior at instantiation4 :

 
tlm_fifo #(myTrans) tx_fifo; // fifo of myTrans
tlm_fifo #(myTrans�) rx_fifo; // fifo of myTrans�

The AVM uses parameterization in the 

definition of all class-based components, so 

the actual number of object definitions is much 

less than in the VMM, making it easier to keep 

track of the components and manage your code 

base more effectively.

You’ll notice above that I said the tlm_fifo 

is “roughly equivalent” to the vmm_channel 

object. While it’s true that they both allow other 

components to put and get transactions to/from 

them, the actual implementation is somewhat 

different. The VMM uses its own definition of 

transaction-level communication, whereas the 

AVM uses an implementation consistent with 

the OSCI TLM standard definition.
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In the VMM, all communication must be 

done using the vmm_channel. Each component 

therefore includes properties for each 

vmm_channel it will use, each of which is an 

instantiation of a separate transaction-specific 

vmm_channel object.

 

class myVC extends vmm_xactor;

  …

  myTrans_chan in_chan;

  myTrans�_chan out_chan;

  …

endclass

The next thing to worry about is connecting 

these channels to other components. Of course, 

each of those components must have the same 

channels as properties, and the connection 

must be made somewhere. In the VMM, these 

connections are made in the constructor of the 

component.

 
myTrans_chan tx_chan = new(…);
myVC driver = new(…,tx_chan,…);

or

 
myVC driver = new(…,gen.out_chan,…);

In either case, because all declarations and 

connections are performed by constructors, 

the user is responsible for making sure that a 

channel object is constructed before it is passed 

to another component for connection. This is 

a manual process that can cause problems 

in more complex environments, particularly 

those involving hierarchy. As we shall see, the 

AVM separates construction from connection, 

which makes this process easier to manage. In 

fact, the AVM even automates the hierarchical 

connection process for you.

The vmm_channel object supports only point-

to-point communication. It is possible to make 

a single “copy” of the transaction that is put 

into a vmm_channel via the tee method, but any 

additional receivers for a general one-to-many 

relationship require that the vmm_channel be 

replaced by a vmm_broadcast component.

In contrast, the AVM uses an interface-based 

approach to transaction-level communication, 

as specified in the OSCI TLM standard in 

SystemC and equivalently implemented in 

SystemVerilog. TLM interfaces allow a much 

greater degree of modularity and flexibility, and 

therefore reusability, in designing verification 

components. The easiest way to understand 

TLM communication is as a “contract” between 

components.

The basis for TLM communication in AVM is 

a set of interface classes that define the “API,” 

or set of methods a component will use when 

communicating a transaction. We define a set 

of TLM interface classes as shown:

 
virtual class tlm_blocking_put_if #( type T = int );
  pure virtual task put( input T t );
endclass

virtual class tlm_blocking_get_if #( type T = int );
  pure virtual task get( output T t );
endclass

Notice that these interface classes are also 

parameterized. Users of the tlm_blocking_put_if 

will be allowed to call only the put task (which 

may take time to complete). There are similar 

interface classes for nonblocking puts and gets 

(using functions instead of tasks), as well as 

bidirectional interfaces, so any transaction-

level communication path can be modeled in 

the AVM. Because the interface methods are 

pure virtual, these interface classes, which are 

called “ports” in AVM, serve as requirements 

on the interface to define the methods that must 

be implemented.

The component on the “other side” of the 

interface is responsible for providing the 

implementation of these methods. These 

implementations are supplied in implementation 

classes, called “exports” in AVM:

 
class tlm_put_imp #(… type T = int) 
                               extends tlm_put_if #(T);
  …
  task put(input T t);
  …
  endtask
  …
endclass

The tlm_fifo class instantiates all 

implementation classes as exports:

 
class tlm_fifo #(type T = int) 
                 extends avm_named_component;
…
tlm_put_imp #(…,T) put_export;
tlm_blocking_put_imp #(…,T) blocking_put_export;
tlm_nonblocking_put_imp #(…,T) nonblocking_put_export;

Thus, a transaction-level communication 

path in the AVM is accomplished by simply 

assigning an export to a port:

 
tlm_fifo #(myTrans) tx_fifo = new(…);
myVC.blocking_put_port = tx_fifo.blocking_put_export;

Notice also that the same verification 

component can now be connected to any other 

component, whether it’s a tlm_fifo or not, as 

long as that component includes the same 

export:

 
myVC.blocking_put_port = other.blocking_put_export;

This focus on interfaces rather than actual 

communication objects greatly improves 

the reusability and flexibility of the AVM. A 

component in the AVM is completely defined, 
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from a communication perspective, by its 

ports and exports, and these connections are 

self-documenting. In fact, the implementations 

provided in the two exports, above, may very 

well be different, but the myVC component is 

completely isolated from that concern. 

In the AVM it is simply not possible to connect 

components incorrectly — the type checking 

of SystemVerilog prevents this from happening. 

In the VMM, the only information provided is the 

name of the channel (i.e., the transaction type), 

not what type of communication the device (or 

more importantly, the device on the other side 

of the channel) will use (such as blocking or 

nonblocking puts or gets). The VMM requires 

this to be documented externally, and thus, you 

could get it wrong and have a difficult-to-find 

bug in your testbench.

As mentioned above, the VMM requires the 

user to ensure the proper order of vmm_channel 

object connections. Because all connections 

are defined in constructors, you have to be 

sure that any channel is constructed before 

it gets passed to a transactor, otherwise 

the component will be talking to an empty 

constructor. In the AVM, we have built into 

the infrastructure the ability to handle this for 

you by separating the connections from the 

constructors, via the connect() method in the 

avm_env environment class. We also provide a 

named instantiation hierarchy of class-based 

verification components, which not only makes 

it easier to understand the connections from 

a debug perspective, but also allows us to 

automatically propagate connections up and 

down the hierarchy.

 
behaVior cusTomizaTion

Another substantial difference between the 

AVM and the VMM is in the area of behavior 

customization. In the VMM, users are 

encouraged to use callbacks for customization. 

The user is required to define callback methods 

at certain points inside components (for 

example, just before sending a transaction) so 

that, in case the need arises, the behavior may 

be modified without affecting other components 

in the system. This demands that all verification 

components be so architected, even if the 

callbacks do nothing initially.

The callback mechanism itself is also 

somewhat complicated; again due to the VMM’s 

use of macros for component specialization. 

Callback objects are registered with a vmm_

xactor component via prepend_callback and 

append_callback methods which are defined as 

virtual methods in the vmm_xactor base class:

 
class vmm_xactor;
…
  virtual function void prepend_callback(
 vmm_xactor_callbacks cb);
  virtual function void append_callback(
 vmm_xactor_callbacks cb);

Because these are defined in the base class, 

the arguments have to be defined with a specific 

type, in this case vmm_xactor_callbacks. This is 

what the VMM refers to as a “façade” type. To 

use callbacks in the VMM, you have to define 

your own façade type as an extension vmm_

xactor_callbacks and define the set of methods 

that your callbacks might use. Something like:

 
virtual class ahb_callbacks extends 

vmm_xactor_callbacks;
  virtual function void pre_write(ahbram ram,
                                                        ahb_tr tr);
  endfunction: pre_write
  virtual task pre_resp(ahbram ram,
                                        ahb_tr tr);
  endtask: pre_resp
  virtual function void post_resp(ahbram ram,
                                                        ahb_tr tr);
  endfunction: post_resp

endclass: 

You then have to define another class 

extended from ahb_callbacks that defines 

the actual modified behavior. For multiple 

modifications, you define multiple callback 

objects and register them with the vmm_xactor, 

using prepend and append to define the order 

in which they should be called. There are few 

things harder to debug than callbacks called in 

the wrong order!

So, in order to modify the behavior of a vmm_

xactor, you have to define at least two other 

objects: the callback façade and the callback 

itself. Had the VMM been implemented using 

parameterized classes, the façade object would 

be unnecessary, since the callback type could 

have been a parameter of the vmm_xactor base 

class. So, the artificial restriction of the VMM  

to the OpenVera subset of functionality makes 

the VMM itself more complicated than it really 

needs to be.

The AVM, which was architected to take 

advantage of the full OOP capabilities of 

SystemVerilog, simply lets you use inheritance 

and virtual methods to modify the behavior of 

a component:

 
class my_x extends avm_named_component;
…
  virtual task send_trans(myTrans t);
    …
  endtask
…
endclass

This allows us to modify the send_trans 

behavior by simply extending the my_x class:

 
class new_x extends my_x;
…
  virtual task send_trans(myTrans t);
    modify(t);
    super.send_trans(t);
    record_trans(t);
  endtask
endclass

The AVM advantage is that the modified 

behavior now lives with the extended 
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component, instead of in a separate object. 

Notice in this example that we’ve added two 

modifications to the send_trans task. The first 

modify() method changes the contents of the 

transaction, which then gets sent to the bus 

as in the base class. The second record_trans()  

method may write the transaction to a coverage 

collector, scoreboard, etc. These are typical 

things one might do in a transactor.

One of the arguments in favor of using 

callbacks is that it allows the modified behaviors 

to be called in arbitrary order, without changing 

the base object. While it is true that to achieve 

the same flexibility, we’d need multiple variations 

of extensions, the truth is that only rarely is this 

full flexibility necessary. In reality, the behavior 

of callbacks often relies on their being called in 

a particular order, so the OOP approach gives 

you the same modification capability in much 

more manageable code.

As seen with the record_trans() method 

above, another reason the VMM recommends 

callbacks is to copy transactions to analysis 

components, such as coverage collectors or 

scoreboards. The AVM builds this capability 

into the environment, so it is much easier to use 

without requiring callbacks5 . For this, we use 

the TLM concept of an analysis_port.

An analysis port is a narrow case of a TLM 

port, in that it specifies a single method, write(), 

that is used to broadcast a transaction. Analysis 

components register with the analysis port and 

supply their own write() implementation. When 

a transaction is written to the analysis_port, it 

simply goes through the list of subscribers and 

calls their own write methods in order. Since 

write() is defined to be a nonblocking function, 

the whole operation is nonblocking, so no 

transactions are lost.

Suppose, in our previous callback example, 

we wanted to be able to connect separate 

coverage collectors to receive copies of 

the unmodified and modified transactions, 

respectively. In the VMM, we’d have to:

1. create two callback points 

in the send_trans method

�. create two callback objects 

extended from the façade object

�. connect two vmm_channel objects 

to connect the transactor to the 

coverage collectors

4. use each callback to copy 

the transaction to the vmm_channel

In the AVM, we simply build the transactor 

with two analysis ports in it, for the unmodified 

and modified transactions, respectively. The 

send_trans method simply writes to the analysis 

ports at the appropriate times

 
class new_x extends avm_named_component;
…
  analysis_port #(myTrans) before_ap, after_ap;
  virtual task send_trans(myTrans t);
    before_ap.write(t.clone());// write copy of t
    modify(t);
    super.send_trans(t);
    after_ap.write(t);
  endtask

If no component registers with the analysis_

port, then nothing happens on the call to write(). 

Additional analysis ports may be added via 

inheritance. By building the analysis_ports into 

the component, environments can be extended 

to register new components to receive copies 

of the transactions as required. Analysis 

ports can also be instantiated in module-

based components to allow them to broadcast 

transaction objects throughout the testbench.

 
modules and asserTions

As we mentioned earlier, there are some 

advantages to using classes to model 

verification components. However, there are 

also disadvantages to using classes for all 

components. Classes require the use of virtual 

interfaces to connect to the modules in the 

design, and classes can not contain sequential 

assertions in SystemVerilog. So, a typical 

VMM testbench includes a number of class-

based components, connected to each other 

by vmm_channel objects and ultimately to a 

class that has a virtual interface, which drives 

the pins to the DUT. Thus, the VMM requires 

a SystemVerilog interface to encapsulate the 

pin-level connection(s) to the DUT. This is not 

to say that using interfaces is not a good idea, 

but many of our users who are not fully versed 

in the use of classes, particularly at the pin-

level, are simply more comfortable connecting 

modules like in “good ol’ Verilog.”

All components in an AVM testbench can 

be either classes or modules, and they can 

still connect to each other at the transaction 

level, using either analysis ports or “regular” 

TLM ports. This allows the AVM user to create 

a testbench where components that need to 

be dynamic (such as, stimulus generators, 

scoreboards, and coverage collectors) can be 

modeled using classes, while static components 

(such as, bus monitors and drivers) can be 

modeled using modules. This not only makes 

it easier to connect an AVM testbench to the 

DUT, but also allows these components to 

include assertions for protocol checking and 

functional coverage. Plus, they can be used 

both in simulation and formal verification.

The use of assertions is of particular 

importance when considering the two 

approaches. Because the AVM lets modules and 

classes talk to each other, it’s relatively easy 

to include assertions in your module-based 

monitor to, for example, detect transactions 

that occur on the bus and pass that transaction 

to the rest of the testbench. The ability to use 

assertions to detect transactions is not unique 

to the AVM, but the ability to communicate 

that transaction to the rest of the testbench 

certainly is. Because all components in the AVM 

communicate through the same transaction-
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level interfaces, the assertion-based monitor is 

fully integrated into the testbench environment 

through the use of analysis ports, as previously 

mentioned. Of course, you could also implement 

your monitor as a class with an FSM to detect 

the same behavior. The modularity provided by 

the TLM interfaces in the AVM means that the 

receivers of the detected transaction are nicely 

isolated from the monitor and can connect 

to either classes or modules via the same 

interfaces. 

In the VMM, because all testbench 

components must be classes, assertions 

cannot be included directly in monitors. 

Rather, the VMM requires that assertions 

be included in separate static components 

(either interfaces or modules) outside of the 

testbench environment, and it requires you 

to create your own ad hoc mechanism for 

communicating with the testbench. This makes 

assertions a fundamentally distinct part of your 

verification environment, as opposed to an AVM 

environment in which assertions are first-class 

members.

 

conclusions

The AVM provides users a library of modular, 

reusable, transaction-level components to build 

truly state-of-the-art verification environments 

demanded by real projects. By taking advantage 

of the full power of both SystemC and 

SystemVerilog, the AVM offers these capabilities 

in a way that is easier to understand and easier 

to use than the VMM, which, furthermore, is 

previous-generation technology. With Synopsys 

apparently choosing to limit themselves to a 

subset of SystemVerilog, they were forced 

to compromise on the implementation of the 

VMM. In developing the AVM, we recognized 

these limitations for what they were and opted 

instead to provide a next-generation solution 

that our users are finding successful today and 

that will continue to grow with them well into 

the future.

end noTes

 1. The AVM is available under the Apache-�.0 

license.  See http://opensource.org/licenses/

apache�.0.php for details.

  �. Note that the actual source code for 

the vmm_channel object requires a license 

from Synopsys. Only the method prototypes 

included in the book “Verification Methodology 

Manual for SystemVerilog” by Janick Bergeron 

et al  are shown here.

  �. The object type is used to specify the 

type of the argument passed to or returned 

by the 1� transaction-specific methods of the 

vmm_channel. It is not possible to change the 

type of an argument via inheritance, so actually 

changing the definition either manually or via a 

macro is the only choice for the user.

  4. The use of type parameters in the 

AVM automatically uses the correct type for 

all transaction-specific method definitions, 

without the user having to retype anything or 

use macros.

  5. One could argue that the analysis_port 

registration is similar to a callback, but the 

analysis_port is more explicit about the 

functionality being supplied and is much more 

streamlined in its implementation, in particular 

avoiding the need for the overly burdensome 

callback façade mechanism.

noTes
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In order to take advantage of a standards-

based, advanced verification solution that 

could be adopted by its global design and 

verification teams, AMCC turned to new 

technologies, methodologies, and expertise 

from Mentor Graphics. With the help of Mentor 

Consulting, AMCC used Questa and the 

Advanced Verification Methodology (AVM) from 

Mentor Graphics to successfully and smoothly 

complete the conversion from e to an advanced 

SystemVerilog environment in only 11 weeks.

From its base in Sunnyvale, California, 

Applied Micro Circuits Corporation (AMCC) 

is a global leader in network and embedded 

PowerPC processor, optical transport, and 

storage technologies. The company blends 

systems and software expertise with high-

performance, high-bandwidth silicon integration 

to deliver silicon, hardware and software 

solutions for global wide area networks (WAN), 

embedded applications such as PowerPC and 

programmable SOC architectures, storage 

area networks (SAN), and high-growth storage 

markets such as Serial ATA (SATA) RAID.

Founded in 1979, AMCC has been the market 

share leader in packet processors since the 

inception of the network processing industry. Its 

award-winning PowerPC processors use best-

in-class-technology and have achieved mass-

market acceptance from major networking, 

storage, and consumer OEMs.

In the spring of �006, Peter LaFauci, Senior 

Principal Design Engineer at AMCC’s Cary, 

North Carolina design center, faced the dual task 

of verifying a new integrated communication  

 

processor, which included a packet-processing 

engine and a high-performance PowerPC 

embedded processor, while adopting a new 

design and verification language. 

AMCC had been using a set of tools for 

testbench automation and system-level 

verification based primarily on the Verisity e 

language, but they wanted to consolidate their 

EDA flow under a single vendor that provided 

the tools and methodology for a standards-

based design and verification flow. Mr. LaFauci 

championed a transition to SystemVerilog to 

take advantage of its advanced verification 

features and because it lent itself to adoption 

by every facet of AMCC’s global design and 

verification teams.

After looking at the alternatives, AMCC 

determined that Mentor Graphics provided the 

best solution because of its comprehensive 

support of SystemVerilog through the Questa 

advanced verification environment and 

Advanced Verification Methodology (AVM). 

Integral to this decision was that AMCC sought 

a relatively painless way to transition from e to 

SystemVerilog. Mr. LaFauci determined that 

Mentor Consulting provided the expertise, in 

both e and SystemVerilog, required to facilitate 

the transition. In addition, the AVM Verification 

Cookbook provided actual models and reusable 

verification infrastructure they could use to 

jumpstart their SystemVerilog methodology, 

and the Questa Vanguard Partners Program 

provided access to even more language and 

methodology expertise and proven, third-party 

verification intellectual property (VIP).

The poWer oF sTandards

The chief design challenges of their new 

communication processor were to verify the 

data plane and control plane functions. These 

required a scalability and automation of the 

testbenches in order to achieve the desired 

coverage results to ensure first pass success. 

In addition, the project is a platform in the 

sense of platform-based design, meaning that 

multiple products will be produced based on 

this chip design. 

Like many in the semi-conductor design 

business, AMCC sees the increasing importance 

not only of design reuse but also of proven, 

repeatable solutions and methodologies for 

verification. A widely deployable, effective 

verification methodology is critical to AMCC’s 

ability to efficiently produce derivative products 

demanded by their customers. SystemVerilog 

is strategic to the long-term goals of this effort 

as far as getting multiple groups on a common 

language while improving accessibility to third 

party verification intellectual property (VIP), 

internal VIP, and tool integration with AMCC’s 

suppliers. 

“Standardization and advances in System-

Verilog capabilities enabled us to take our 

methodology to the next level,” Mr. LaFauci 

explains. “We could integrate assertion-based 

verification within coverage-driven verification 

and apply formal proofs using Mentor’s 0-In 

tools. One of the things e did not support that 

we wanted to use were formal proofs using 

SystemVerilog assertions. SystemVerilog also 

allowed us to integrate the different tool sets 

within a single source for both simulation  

 

AMCC Standardizes on Questa, SystemVerilog, and AVM
Mentor Consulting Services Facilitates Transition from e
by Todd Burkholder, Technical  Marketing, Mentor Graphics Corporation and Pete LaFauci, Verification Engineer,  AMCC
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and formal verification, and getting this under 

Questa’s single kernel was an advantage.”

The SystemVerilog language and System-

Verilog assertions coupled with the tool 

set from a single supplier provided better 

integrated access to advanced technologies as 

well as economies of scale in their deployment. 

For example, the user interfaces between the 

tools under SystemVerilog allowed AMCC to 

achieve more consistency in the front-end 

user interfaces for designers and verification 

engineers.

 
making migraTion easier

There were three key ingredients to helping 

AMCC overcome the challenges of the e to 

SystemVerilog transition: Mentor Consulting, 

the AVM, and Questa. 

Questa provided the required depth of 

standards support for SystemVerilog in a single 

environment with unified debug, coverage, 

and reporting. The AVM delivered a predefined 

library to jump-start adoption of SystemVerilog 

and a reusable, efficient way of using tools 

and standards. To tie this together, Mentor 

Consulting supplied expertise in both e and 

SystemVerilog and a regime of repeatable 

practices that AMCC could use on current and 

future projects. This triumvirate of expertise, 

methodology, and tools enabled AMCC to make 

the transition from e to SystemVerilog and get 

the AVM up and running in 11 weeks.

“It was important for us to couple the 

methodology, as delivered through the AVM 

libraries, with the SystemVerilog language and 

then with the tool capabilities under Questa,” 

Mr. LaFauci recalls. “All of these different 

components working together to solve the 

methodology was critical for us.”

 

As far as easing the transition from e to 

SystemVerilog, Mentor Consulting was able 

to understand the existing environment and 

requirements and then articulate the conversion 

aspects and attributes, the differences between 

the two languages, and how to achieve similar 

results under SystemVerilog. 

“Mentor Consulting was very pro-active 

in understanding our requirements and 

our challenges. Their experience level was 

extremely high. Being able to describe our 

problem to somebody who understood what 

the challenges were through other experiences 

was tremendous,” Mr. LaFauci explains.

Both Mentor Consulting and Questa Vanguard 

Partners also delivered actual SystemVerilog 

code to AMCC. They improved the total library 

package under AVM with additional third-party 

VIP and by incorporating the AMCC Verification 

Framework (AVF). This resulted in a unified 

library that addressed the physical verification 

challenges using the SystemVerilog solution. 

“Mentor Consulting ensured that the Van-

guard Partners were delivering code consistent 

with our expectations,” says Mr. LaFauci. 

“Because a lot of the challenges were extremely 

detailed and technical, it was very important to 

have that extra level of reviewing and testing of 

the delivery code.”

When deciding which language and 

methodology to transition to, ease of 

maintenance and ease of debug through an 

object oriented solution, as opposed to a 

mixed aspect-oriented programming (AOP) 

or callback solution, was a deciding factor. 

Debug wise, going through a very long chain of 

callback routines can be more challenging. Also, 

migrating from e to a more object-oriented (OO) 

style framework is less of a difference in going 

to a callback centric solution.

“We have a high level of appreciation for a 

library under SystemVerilog that is more OO 

than callback centric,” Mr. LaFauci explains. “A 

more OO approach to architecting verification 

environment tends to be cleaner and gives more 

opportunity for a clean design than callback 

centric implementations, where you’re chasing 

sometimes hundreds of callback chains to 

debug the thing. It’s a more natural flow for us 

coming from e.”

The AVM “Verification Cookbook” library 

components, such as examples of stimulus 

generators and functional coverage in monitors, 

also made the transition to SystemVerilog 

easier. Mentor’s real-world experience with 

SystemVerilog OO implementations is captured 

in the AVM Cookbook examples, allowing the 

AMCC team to bring their own verification 

expertise to bear in the new language very 

quickly.

“Having HDL concepts such as these 

illustrated in an executable example helped 

jumpstart the entire team so there’s less time 

spent trying to figure out implementation 

details under the new language,” Mr. LaFauci 

explains. “It is a lot quicker for folks to open 

up the Cookbook, find the tangible example, 

and get up and running quickly without trying 

to figure out, for example, the ramifications 

of compromising the methodology if they 

implement it in a certain way.”

Yet, the true beauty of the AVM is that it 

continues to make advanced verification easier 

with proven, real-world explanations and 

executable code. Further, it makes it very easy 

to share this captured and encoded knowledge 

base among different working groups and on 

future projects. The AVM library set the stage 

for implementing and adding AMCC VIP that’s 

reusable on multiple projects under the AVM 

framework. The Cookbook together with the 

AVM library of VIP allowed AMCC to implement 

VIP in a reusable way.
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“When somebody from a different site 

asks me a question, I can just point them to 

a page in the Cookbook within moments,” 

recounts Mr. LaFauci. “That’s actually already 

happened a couple of times. The examples are 

articulated and described very well, and they 

are accurate because they have been reviewed 

and proven. The examples implement a piece 

of the methodology, which is why we had our 

own library implemented under e in the first 

place. But getting that from a supplier is better 

because it follows a standard, it’s supported 

professionally, it comes from the supplier, you 

get wider acceptance among users, and you get 

a better library, in terms of things like common 

components, framework, and testbench 

templates.”

 

snoWballing success

Already, Mr. LaFauci sees more advantages 

AMCC can reap in terms of verification 

management through the integration of 

assertions and coverage from the formal tools 

under a unified coverage database managed 

with the Questa user interface. The unified 

coverage database implementation and delivery 

also will benefit AMCC’s designers, because 

the verification team can take a project-level 

perspective in managing completion criteria in 

a consistent way.

The ability to do formal proofs and 

assertion based verification, and record those 

metrics under a unified database helps AMCC 

take a project-level perspective, get extra 

thoroughness at the block level, and focus 

on chips and sub-system level aspects at the 

simulator level. The effectiveness of block-level 

verification, based on formal technologies and 

the AVM, allows AMCC to focus on system-

level bugs in their system level tests.

“Looking forward, having a unified database 

that spans code coverage, functional coverage, 

assertion coverage, and formal proofs will allow 

us to rank test cases and test case seeds more 

effectively and more efficiently,” explains Mr. 

LaFauci. “This is because I have the data in one 

spot, and I can analyze it and produce things 

that span multiple segments of the verification 

process.”

With the adoption of any new language, 

tools, and methodology there are both technical 

and human challenges. The way the AVM was 

delivered and structured made it easy for 

AMCC to overcome them in the transition from 

e to SystemVerilog. The result was a reusable, 

advanced verification flow that crossed the 

bridges between design and verification teams 

and multiple projects.

AMCC now has multiple projects using 

the AVM and sharing the resulting VIP. This 

is only the beginning and represents a rapid 

deployment of new technologies considering 

that the transition was only initiated a few 

months ago. Of course, there’s a very basic 

reason for that.

“We’re here to be competitive. A supplier that 

helps us be competitive is a big component of 

the whole picture. That’s precisely what Mentor 

Consulting, the AVM, and Questa delivered,” 

Mr. LaFauci concludes.
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The Mentor Graphics Advanced Verification 

Methodology (AVM) describes a way to 

construct complex testbenches using a 

combination of solid software construction 

practices and transaction-level modeling 

techniques. In the previous issue of Verification 

Horizons, I demonstrated how to create an 

AVM-compliant, module-based monitor using 

assertions. Once created, we can use our 

assertion-based monitor to verify proper pin-

level activity on a bus (for example, a bus 

protocol)—as well as convert timed pin-level 

activity back into untimed transactions for 

use by other transaction-level verification 

components. This article demonstrates how 

to mix class-based verification components 

(such as a driver transactor, coverage collector, 

and stimulus generator) with module-based 

verification components (such as our assertion-

based monitor). The ability to mix class-based 

verification components with module-based 

verification components is a unique and 

critically important capability of the AVM.

class-based Versus  
module-based componenTs.

 Today, you will find that many modern 

programming languages are based on object-

oriented programming concepts. Even 

hardware design and verification languages, 

such as SystemVerilog, support object-

oriented capabilities using the class construct. 

However, what distinguishes an object-oriented 

program from other programming approaches 

is it organization. For example, an object-

oriented program is a collection of interacting 

objects (that is, instances of classes)—where 

each object has its own data space and set of 

functionality. The object’s data is accessed 

by a collection of methods, which are really 

functions that serve as an object’s interface. 

In a way, you can think of each instance 

of a Verilog module as an object, which has 

its own data space, set of functionality, and 

well-defined interface. However, one notable 

difference between a module and a class is 

that a module is static in its existence (that 

is, it cannot be created dynamically during a 

program’s execution), and does not support 

type parameterization or inheritance.

Inheritance is a powerful technique that 

enables the user to achieve productivity and 

uniformity when creating various program 

objects—such as different verification 

components within a testbench. For example, 

you can use a base class defined within the 

AVM library to derive (through inheritance) your 

own customized verification component. This 

enables you to take advantage of all the existing 

functionality within an AVM base class (that is, 

without having to recreate it), which improves 

your productivity. In addition, the learning curve 

required to create (and maintain) verification 

components is minimized through the access of 

common methods across various base classes 

contained within the AVM library.

mixed VeriFicaTion 
enVironmenT. 

A question often arises: “Should I use classes 

or modules to create verification components?” 

The answer is—it depends. Modules are more 

natural for the HDL user. On the other hand, 

classes are more flexible with their support of 

inheritance for customization, they are easier to 

randomize than modules, and they allow flexible 

instantiation.

While class-based verification components 

have a number of advantages over module-

based verification components, there are 

still situations that require module-based 

verification components or justify their use. 

For example, to manage project resources, you 

might be forced to use some legacy module-

based verification components from a previous 

project—or even purchase some new module-

based third-party verification IP. Hence, the 

ability to mix existing module-based verification 

components with newly developed class-based 

verification components is critically important 

to many projects. 

Another example where mixed class-based 

and module-based verification components 

are required is the use of assertions within a 

testbench. That is, SystemVerilog does not allow 

the use of assertions within a class. Hence, it is 

necessary to capture our assertions within a 

module, and then integrate our module-based 

monitor with other class-based components 

contained within our testbench.

Regardless of whether you choose to 

implement a class-based or module-based 

verification component, we can use the same 

communication mechanism (implemented as 

a class) to communicate between these mixed 

implementation techniques. For example, a 

class can be passed as inputs to a module, 

which then can be used to connect module-

based verification components to class-based 

verification components.

Figure 1 illustrates the organization of an AVM 

testbench, containing an assertion-based monitor.

A Classy Solution to AVM Assertion Usage 
by Harry Foster, Principal Engineer, Mentor Graphics Corporation

Figure 1
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The example in Figure 1 contains an RTL 

design (that is, the DUT) with a nonpipelined 

bus interface. Our testbench consists of a set of 

components that communicate with each other 

(via classes) using untimed transactions.  For 

example, the stimulus generate is derived from 

an avm_stimulus base class, and it contains a 

virtual method, generate_stimulus, which lets 

you customize the stimulus after the constrained 

random generation. Untimed transactions (for 

example, a read or a write bus request to a 

specified address) are sent to a driver transactor, 

which is derived from an avm_verification_

component base class. The role of our driver 

transactor is to convert a stream of untimed 

transactions into pin-level timed activity. In our 

example, the driver transactor acts like a bus 

master and drives appropriate bus signals that 

adhere to a nonpipelined bus protocol. 

The assertion-based monitor in our example 

is a module-based transactor. Its role is to 

monitor the bus pin-level activity, and identify 

protocol violations and interesting sequences to 

be used for coverage. All bus protocol violations 

are reported to the test bench’s test controller 

(for appropriate action) by an analysis_fifo, 

which is a parameterized class used in our 

case to transport a status class transaction. 

In addition, the timed pin-level activity is con-

verted back into an untimed transaction and is 

passed to the coverage collector by a different 

analysis_fifo.

The coverage collector is derived from 

an avm_verification_component base class 

and uses the SystemVerilog coverpoint and 

covergroup features to collect and process 

coverage data.  In our case, the coverage 

collector is measuring the number of beats (that 

is, burst sizes) observed on the nonpieplined 

bus. When a sufficient threshold of burst sizes 

has been observed, the coverage collector 

will instruct the test controller, which will 

then complete and terminate the simulation 

execution.

Hence, what we see in this simple example is 

a collection of class-based and module-based 

verification components.

reTurning To our simple 
nonpipelined bus inTerFace 
example

We begin by quickly reviewing our simple, 

nonpipelined parallel bus protocol example 

introduced in the previous issue of Verification 

Horizons. 

Figure � illustrates a simple nonpipelined 

parallel bus design.

The following conceptual state machine 

describes the operation of the bus for slave 0 

(sel[0]).

Figure �. Conceptual state machine 

describing bus operation

After a reset (that is, rst == 1), our simple 

bus is initialized to its default INACTIVE state, 

which means both sel and en are deasserted. 

To initiate a transfer, the bus moves into the 

START state, where a responder (slave) select 

signal, sel, is asserted by the driver (master). 

The bus only remains in the START state for one 

clock cycle, and it will then move to the ACTIVE 

state on the next rising edge of the clock. The 

ACTIVE state only lasts a single clock cycle 

for the data transfer. Then, the bus will move 

back to the START state if another transfer is 

required (for example, a burst operation), which 

is indicated by the sel signal remaining asserted. 

Alternatively, if no additional transfers are 

required, the bus moves back to the INACTIVE 

state when the driver deasserts the slave’s 

select and bus enable signals. 

For a bus write operation, the master places 

the address and write data on the bus during 

the START state. The slave acquires the data 

from the write bus during the ACTIVE state.

For a bus read operation, the master places 

the address on the bus during the START state. 

The slave then places the read data on the bus 

and the master acquires the data during the 

ACTIVE state.

 
nonpipelined parallel bus 
inTerFace requiremenTs

The table on the following page provides a list 

of natural language requirements that describe 

the proper bus interface behavior. 

 

NOTE: We have created a name for each 

requirement. We will use these names in the 

following section to create SystemVerilog 

named properties, which provides a link 

back to our natural language requirements. 
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Table 1. Nonpipelined requirements

sysTemVerilog inTerFaces

To create a pin-level connection between 

our assertion-based monitor transactor, 

driver transactor, and the DUT, we create a 

SystemVerilog interface:

 
interface protocol_pins_if( input clk, input rst );
  parameter int DATA_SIZE = 8;
  parameter int ADDR_SIZE = 8;
  
  bit       sel;
  bit       en;
  bit       write;
  bit [DATA_SIZE-1:0] wdata;
  bit [DATA_SIZE-1:0] rdata;
  bit [ADDR_SIZE-1:0] addr;
  
  modport driver_mp (
     input        clk , rst ,
     output       sel , en , write , addr ,
     output       wdata ,
     input        rdata
  );

  modport dut_mp (
     input        clk , rst ,
     input        sel , en , write , addr ,
     input        wdata ,
     output       rdata
  );

  modport monitor_mp (
    input        clk , rst , 
   

 input        sel , en , write , addr ,
 input        wdata ,
 input        rdata

  );        

endinterface

With this single interface description, we are 

able to reuse the bus definition across multiple 

timed-transactors (and DUT) affiliated with the 

bus. This means that if we make a change to 

the interface, it is reflected automatically in 

all connected bus components that share this 

interface.

For example, our assertion-based monitor 

transactor uses the monitor_mp modport from 

our interface.

Our first step in creating the module-based 

assertion-based monitor transactor is to 

map the bus values of the sel and en control 

signals (sourced by our driver transactor) to the 

conceptual states of the bus. 

import avm_pkg::*;
import protocol_tr_pkg::*;

module protocol_monitor_mod(
  interface.monitor_mp monitor_mp ,
  input analysis_fifo #(protocol_transaction) 
     trans_af,
  input analysis_fifo #(protocol_status) status_af
);

  parameter DATA_SIZE  = 8;
  parameter ADDR_SIZE  = 8;

  protocol_status status;

// Used to decode bus control signals

  bit  [ADDR_SIZE-1:0] bus_addr;
  bit  [DATA_SIZE-1:0] bus_wdata;
  bit  [DATA_SIZE-1:0] bus_rdata;
  bit                  bus_write;
  bit                  bus_sel;
  bit                  bus_en;

  bit                 bus_reset;
  bit                 bus_inactive;
  bit                 bus_start;
  bit                 bus_active;
  bit                 bus_error;

// Identify conceptual states from bus control 
// signals

  always @(posedge monitor_mp.clk) begin

    bus_addr  = monitor_mp.addr;
    bus_wdata = monitor_mp.wdata;
    bus_rdata = monitor_mp.rdata;
    bus_write = monitor_mp.write;

    if (monitor_mp.rst) begin
      bus_reset    = 1;
      bus_inactive = 1;
      bus_start    = 0;
      bus_active   = 0;
      bus_error   = 0;
    end
    else begin
      bus_reset    = 0;
      bus_inactive = ~monitor_mp.sel & 
         ~monitor_mp.en;
      bus_start    =  monitor_mp.sel & ~ 
         monitor_ mp.en;
      bus_active   =  monitor_mp.sel &   
         monitor_ mp.en;
      bus_error    = ~monitor_mp.sel &   
         monitor_ mp.en;
    end

  // Add SystemVerilog Assertions Here for  
  // Protocol
     . . . 

  end

Property Name Summary

Bus legal transition 

p_state_reset_inactive The initial state after reset is INACTIVE

p_valid_inactive_transition Only INACTIVE or START follows INACTIVE

p_valid_start_transition Only ACTIVE follows START

p_valid_active_transition Only START or INACTIVE follows ACTIVE

p_no_error_state Bus state must be valid

Bus stable signals

p_sel_stable Select signals remain stable from START to ACTIVE

p_addr_stable Address remains stable from START to ACTIVE

p_write_stable Control remains stable from START to ACTIVE

p_wdata_stable Data remains stable from START to ACTIVE
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We are now ready to write assertions for 

our bus interface requirements. To illustrate 

the concept, we will write an assertion for our 

second requirement defined in Table 1, which 

states: Only a bus INACTIVE or START state 

follows a bus INACTIVE state.

 
property p_valid_inactive_transition;
  @(posedge monitor_mp.clk) disable iff 
      (bus_reset)
   (bus_inactive) |=> ((bus_inactive) || 
      (bus_start));
endproperty

assert property (p_valid_inactive_transition) 
      else begin
  status = new();  // protocol_status class
  status.set_err_trans_inactive();
  if (status_af != null) status_af.write(status);

end

The following code illustrates the protocol_

status class, which is derived from an avm_

transaction base class. The avm_transaction 

base class provides basic services (through 

methods) for printing, comparing, and cloning 

transactions. The protocol_status class extends 

the base class to include specific methods for 

identifying protocol violations. If an error is 

detected, a method associated with the failing 

assertion is called from the status object, which 

sets a bus_status error flag. Then, the status 

information is passed through an analysis_fifo 

(for example status_af in the previous code) 

back to the test controller.

 
class protocol_status extends avm_transaction;

  typedef enum { ERR_TRANS_RESET ,
                 ERR_TRANS_INACTIVE ,
                 ERR_TRANS_START ,
                 ERR_TRANS_ACTIVE ,
                 ERR_TRANS_ERROR ,
                 ERR_STABLE_SEL ,
                 ERR_STABLE_ADDR ,
                 ERR_STABLE_WRITE ,
                 ERR_STABLE_WDATA } bus_status_t;

  bus_status_t bus_status;

  . . . .

  function void set_err_trans_inactive;
    bus_status = ERR_TRANS_INACTIVE;
  endfunction

  . . . .

endclass

In addition to validating proper bus 

protocol, our assertion-based monitor 

transactor converts pin-level activity back 

into transactions that are sent to a coverage 

collector for analysis. In the following, we see 

a property containing a sequence specification 

and a local variable psize. When the bus is in 

an inactive state, the psize is initialized to 0. 

During each iteration through the bus START 

state, psize is incremented to count the burst 

size of the current bus transaction. 

 

  property p_burst_size;
    int psize;

    @(posedge monitor_mp.clk)
        ((bus_inactive), psize=0) 
    ##1 ((bus_start, psize++,  
              build_transaction(psize))
         ##1 (bus_active))[*1:$]
    ##1 (bus_inactive);
  endproperty

  cover property (p_burst_size);

  function void build_transaction(int psize);
    protocol_transaction tr;

    tr = new();
    if (bus_write) begin
      tr.set_write();
      tr.data = bus_wdata;
    end
    else begin
      tr.set_read();
      tr.data = bus_rdata;
    end
    tr.burst_count = psize;
    tr.addr        = bus_addr;

    

if (trans_af != null) trans_af.write(tr);
  endfunction
endmodule

The following code illustrates the protocol_

transaction class, which is derived from an 

avm_transaction base class. When a bus write 

or read operation occurs, a method is called 

from the tr object, which captures the bus data 

and address, and sets a flag to indicate the 

type of bus operation. Then, the transaction 

information is passed through an analysis_fifo 

(for example trans_af in the INACTIVE state 

transition assertion) to a coverage collector.

 
class protocol_transaction extends  
  avm_transaction;

  typedef enum {IDLE, WRITE, READ}  
     bus_trans_t;

  rand bus_trans_t  bus_trans_type;
  rand bit[4:0]     burst_count;
  rand bit[7:0]     data;
  rand bit[7:0]     addr;

  . . . 

  function void set_write();
    bus_trans_type = WRITE;
    return ;
  endfunction

  function void set_read();
    bus_trans_type = READ;
    return ;
  endfunction

  . . .

endclass

As we have seen, classes can be passed as 

inputs into our module-based assertion-based 

monitor (for example, the status_af and trans_af 

analysis_fifo previously discussed). However, 

to complete our discussion, we need to see 

how the same analysis_fifo’s are connected to 

our class-based components.
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The next code snippet illustrates the top 

module for our testbench. As you can see, the 

two analysis_fifo’s we previously discussed 

(trans_af and status_af) are initially defined 

here, and are passed into our assertion-based 

monitor.

 
module top;
  
  import avm_pkg::*;
  import protocol_tr_pkg::*;
  import protocol_env_pkg::*;
  
  analysis_fifo #(protocol_transaction) 
              trans_af = new(“trans_fifo”);
  analysis_fifo #(protocol_status) 
              status_af = new(“status_fifo”);

  protocol_pins_if #( .DATA_SIZE(8),  
                                   .ADDR_SIZE(8)) 
     nonpiped_bus (
                   .clk( clk_rst_bus.clk ),
                   .rst( clk_rst_bus.rst)
                  );

  protocol_env env;
  
  // monitor

  protocol_monitor_mod protocol_monitor(
    .monitor_mp( nonpiped_bus.monitor_mp ) ,
    .trans_af( trans_af ) ,
    .status_af( status_af )
  );

  initial begin     
    env = new( nonpiped_bus, trans_af, status_af 
);
    
    fork
      clock_reset_gen.run;
    join_none
    
    env.do_test;
    $finish; 
  end

endmodule

The protocol_env environment class, 

instantiated within our top module, is derived 

from the avm_env base class. All class-based 

verification components (such as the driver, 

stimulus generator, and coverage collector) are 

contained within the protocol_env environment 

class, as illustrated in the following.

 
 
class protocol_env extends avm_env;
    
    protocol_stimulus  p_stimulus;
    protocol_driver    p_driver;
    protocol_coverage  p_coverage;
    
    virtual protocol_pins_if 
       #(.DATA_SIZE(8), .ADDR_SIZE(8) ) 
p_nonpiped_bus;
    
    analysis_fifo #(protocol_status) p_status_af;
    analysis_fifo #(protocol_transaction)  
        p_trans_af;
  
    function new (
      virtual protocol_pins_if 
      (.DATA_SIZE(8), .ADDR_SIZE(8))  
         nonpiped_bus, 
      analysis_fifo #(protocol_transaction)  
         trans_af,
      analysis_fifo #(protocol_status) status_af
    );
      p_nonpiped_bus = nonpiped_bus;
      p_trans_af = trans_af;
      p_status_af = status_af;

      p_driver = new(“driver   “);
      p_coverage = new(p_trans_af, “coverage “);
      p_stimulus = new(“stimulus”);
    endfunction
    
    function void connect;
      p_stimulus.blocking_put_port =    
                   p_driver.blocking_put_export;
      p_driver.m_bus_if = p_nonpiped_bus;
      p_responder.s_bus_if = p_nonpiped_bus;
    endfunction  
    
   . . .

  endclass

The protocol_env constructor (new) is 

parameterized, which enables us to specify 

the nonpiped_bus interface connection and the 

connection to the analysis_fifo’s. As you can 

see, the protocol transaction analysis_fifo (p_

trans_af) is passed into the coverage collector 

(p_coverage) constructor—thus completing 

the connection between the module-based 

assertion-based monitor (instantiated in the 

top module) and the class-based coverage 

collector. The status transaction analysis_fifo 

(p_status_af) is used directly within the 

protocol_env class (which is not illustrated in 

the example above).

 
summary

This article demonstrated how to mix 

class-based verification components (such 

as a driver transactor, a coverage collector, 

and a stimulus generator) with module-based 

verification components (such as an assertion-

based monitor). The ability to mix class-based 

verification components with module-based 

verification components is a unique capability 

of the AVM. As this article demonstrates, a 

class-based communication mechanism can 

be constructed and used to connect module-

based verification components together with 

class-based verification components.
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IP Re-use strategies are now well established 

as a key methodology for embedding external 

expert knowledge into a design. So it is not 

too surprising to find that the similar re-use 

strategies can be applied to Verification IP (VIP) 

to bring expert verification knowledge to bear 

on design and verification processes.

 The standard for documenting Silicon IP 

(SIP) to enable massive IP reuse is the IP-

XACT™ standard from The SPIRIT Consortium. 

IP-XACT documents information about IP 

components, enabling tools to understand how 

that IP might be automatically integrated into 

designs.

 IP-XACT is sometimes misunderstood.  It 

doesn’t mandate particular bus types, but it is 

capable of documenting a large range of different 

bus types.  It doesn’t require IP to be in a certain 

format; it just points to information about IP, 

regardless of the format.  And, it doesn’t require 

particular design flows to be followed; IP-XACT 

is avowedly process neutral.  

Many users are now looking at the IP-XACT 

capabilities associated with Verification IP. So 

let’s bust the five top myths about Verification 

IP and IP-XACT.

 

1) i don’T need To use VeriFicaTion ip, 

because i knoW ThaT The ip i’Ve boughT 

To use in my design already Works.

 Because your IP provider created your IP 

before you started work on your design, your 

IP provider can only test the IP in a standalone 

environment, and possibly in some example 

designs. Without exceptional foresight, it is 

unlikely that your IP Provider will have been 

able to consider all the different ways and  

 

configurations in which the IP might be utilized 

in different designs.

 Your IP Provider will most likely do an 

exceptionally good job in standalone verification 

of the IP, but it is your responsibility to verify 

that the IP is working when integrated to your 

design. There are numerous examples where 

problems are caused when high-quality IP is 

incorrectly integrated into a bigger design.

 Obviously, this is a really big deal, because 

you acquired the IP so you wouldn’t have to deal 

with complex design and verification issues. 

Your IP Re-use methodology must deal not only 

with how to use that IP in your design, but also 

how to verify that the IP is functioning correctly 

in your design.

 The fundamental challenge of verification 

with reusable IP is how to understand enough 

about the complex IP modules you are including 

in your design to be able to create a satisfactory 

verification environment that can prove your 

design is functioning correctly. IP-XACT 

provides some of that essential information.

 

2) iT’s up To my ip proVider To supply 

me WiTh The VeriFicaTion ip i need For 

my reuse ip.

 Like many myths, this one has some factual 

basis, but it only touches on a much more 

complex reality.

 There are some elements of Verification 

IP that IP Providers can reasonably supply 

with their IP. This includes testbenches and 

harnesses for standalone testing of the IP, 

which isn’t much help when the IP is integrated 

into a larger design; and assertions.

 Assertions are watchdogs that your IP 

Provider can build into the HDL structure of the 

IP to detect when the IP is put into a faulty state. 

Wherever the IP goes, the assertions go as 

well. Every time the IP is active in a design, the 

assertions will check that the IP is functioning 

within specification and as intended by the 

original designer. Assertions can signal errors 

if incorrect usage of the IP is detected. Using 

assertions means that the expert knowledge of 

the original IP designer is being applied to your 

design. 

 However, some design errors are a result of 

how IP is integrated into a design. And, some 

functional verification involves very complex 

communication and interface protocols.

 So any IP Re-use verification methodology 

is going to include elements of Verification IP 

delivered with the IP, elements of Verification 

IP that are delivered by the originator of the 

standard protocols and interfaces, and elements 

of IP implementing functional tests that are 

created especially for the current design.

 

3) The ip-xacT sTandard doesn’T 

supporT my VeriFicaTion 

meThodology.

 The IP-XACT standard doesn’t say anything 

about verification methodology. But it does 

allow us to write down a lot of information 

about available Verification IP that can be 

used by generators to help apply verification 

methodologies to designs.

 Generators are the program elements in 

IP-XACT that use all the available information 

to make detailed choices about how to create 

designs and setup verification environments. 

If a generator comes across Verification IP 

IP Re-use is for Verification IP, not just Silicon, IP
by By John Wilson, Product Manager, Mentor Graphics Corporation
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information as part of the design processing, 

it will most likely activate some verification 

features in the target environment. 

 Some of the verification features available 

may be dependent on the target environment. 

For instance, if Verification IP is supplied 

in SystemVerilog format, and your chosen 

simulator does not support that language, then 

you have a choice of missing those capabilities 

in your verification process or selecting a 

simulator that does support SystemVerilog.

 It could be that the generator does not 

use the IP-XACT Verification IP information 

to set up the design in the way that you find 

useful. This may simply indicate that another 

generator may be required to process the IP-

XACT information in a different way. There 

may be a range of generators available, each 

implementing different verification strategies. 

Different classes of design may be suited to 

different verification strategies.

 Here is one more important note. If you 

are using IP from many different sources, 

it is unlikely that all your IP Providers will 

do verification in the same way. The really 

worthwhile generators are those capable of 

making full use of all available Verification 

IP (regardless of format). It should be quite 

straightforward to use IP delivered with PSL 

assertions and IP delivered with SystemVerilog 

Assertions together in the same design and 

verification environment.

 When thinking about methodology, being 

flexible and non-prescriptive for Verification IP 

formats will maximize the choice of available 

IP. Alternatively, you may decide to restrict 

your choice of IP to those that implement a 

designated Verification IP format.

 The key message here is to let the generators 

do the hard work of making optimum use of  

 

 

all the available verification information. It 

is impossible to have too many verification 

options.

 

4) The ip-xacT sTandard is For 

documenTing real silicon ip.

 The current version of IP-XACT, version 1.�, 

has two key features to help document any 

Verification IP you might employ in your design 

processes.

 The first is that a ‘fileSet’ can now have 

multiple file types. A ‘fileSet’ is the generic IP-

XACT structure that lists out the HDL files that 

describe the IP, or the C files that implement a 

driver for that IP module, or any other group of 

files that are relevant for that IP module. 

 Some Verification IP (for instance, sets of 

assertions) may be delivered as verification 

components in an IP package. Others, like PSL, 

can be directly embedded in the HDL. This 

new feature allows a single ‘fileSet’ of HDL to 

have both a primary type (VHDL or Verilog, 

for instance) and a secondary type to say that 

assertions are embedded in the HDL. A smart 

generator, encountering this type of IP with 

embedded assertions in a design, would know 

to enable assertions in the target verification 

environment.

 The second feature is a new interface class 

called a monitor interface. IP-XACT writes down 

a lot of information about IP interfaces. Monitor 

interfaces are passive in the design (the design 

would work the same way regardless of whether 

the monitor interfaces are hooked-up or not); 

they are typically used by protocol checkers. 

 A surprising number of integration problems 

arise when two IP modules with supposedly 

compatible interfaces are connected together. 

Sometimes one or the other of the IP may 

incorrectly, or incompletely, implement an 

interface protocol. In some circumstances 

this may be unimportant (perhaps the design 

never utilizes that block data transfer capability 

or a read-modify-write cycle between the two 

IPs); in others, activation of those features may 

cause the design to malfunction.

 While the IP Provider may utilize a standard 

interface protocol, they may not be expert in all 

the nuances of operation. However, there are 

often reference protocol checkers available from 

the originator of the interface/protocol standard 

that can be used to independently check that 

the protocols have been implemented correctly. 

So, some organizations will deliver Verification 

IP for use with a range of IP. As IP becomes 

more complex and common protocol standards 

are established, third-party Verification IP will 

become an increasingly important part of this 

story.

 The monitor (passive) interfaces can be 

mixed with standard, active interfaces on 

the same IP module. Typically, a testbench 

component for a design might comprise a 

number of active interfaces to exercise a design 

under test and some monitor interfaces to 

check the responses from the design.

 

 5) iT’s sTupid For ip-xacT To mix 

up silicon ip (The sTuFF i use in my 

design) and VeriFicaTion ip (The sTuFF 

i use as parT oF my design process).

 There are one or two classes of IP that 

clearly fall into one category or the other. For 

instance, any component that only has monitor 

interfaces is clearly Verification IP (it wouldn’t 

have any effect in a real-life design).

 Most IP will use the standard, active 

interfaces (those that initiate or respond to 

transactions), so this is clearly Silicon IP - 

right? Well, surprisingly to some, this is not 

always the case.
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We’ve already seen that testbench 

components might have active interfaces and 

monitor interfaces on the same component. 

The presence of the monitor interfaces 

indicates that this is not implementable Silicon 

IP. But let’s look closer at how that testbench is 

constructed.

 If you have a UART in your design, a great 

way of testing that UART is to connect it to 

another (possibly even the same type) UART 

in the testbench. The same IP module is being 

used both as Silicon IP that will appear in the 

design, and as Verification IP in the testbench 

to exercise the design.

 For subsystem testing, the challenge is to 

construct a testbench reflecting the overall 

system in which the subsystem design will 

ultimately exist. One easy way to enable this 

is to include the system design (or substantial 

portions of that design) directly in the testbench. 

So we might find a testbench constructed from 

Silicon IP, executing system code, being used 

as testbench infrastructure for the subsystem. 

 IP-XACT describes the attributes of a 

component, but does not attempt to pigeon-

hole that IP in any specific category. How that IP 

is used, rather than the underlying fundamental 

attributes of the IP, determine if the IP should be 

considered Verification and/or Silicon IP. 

 IP-XACT will tell you what is available, not 

how to use it!

conclusions

The key technology enabling IP Re-use is 

not the IP itself  (somebody has already done 

much of the specialist work to create the IP 

that you are planning to use in your design) 

but verification that the IP is working correctly 

when integrated into the target design.

IP-XACT is not a substitute for a 

comprehensive verification strategy. Instead, 

it encapsulates much of the key information 

required to implement and automate verification 

strategies appropriate for your designs.

noTes
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inTroducTion

For e-users, Aspect Oriented Programming 

(AOP) is a known, good mechanism for 

modifying, adding, or inserting functionality 

to a class. In fact, for many e users, AOP 

has achieved almost mythical status as the 

“proper” way to develop a reusable verification 

environment. This article will bust this myth 

by comparing e’s AOP approach to the Object-

Oriented programming (OOP) approach used 

in SystemVerilog. As we’ll see, SystemVerilog 

let’s you do all of the things that AOP does — 

it’s simply a matter of learning how to do it. The 

difference isn’t that great, so the learning curve 

presents a gentle gradient.

Ultimately, the difference between OOP 

and AOP comes down to the organization of 

the code. In AOP, you organize your code by 

functionality. In OOP, code is organized by 

objects and classes. Simply put, an object is 

a bundle of related members (variables) and 

methods (functions and tasks). A class is a 

prototype that defines the properties (variables, 

tasks, and functions) common to all objects of 

a certain kind. For example, you can model an 

Ethernet packet and all of its related methods 

as a class object.

Via comparison and code examples, we’ll 

show you how a Specman® e user can easily 

modify an object using SystemVerilog OOP. 

First we’ll review a few programming basics. 

Then we’ll compare how e and SystemVerilog 

handle abstract factory patterns in order to 

demonstrate how easy it is to replicate the AOP 

Functionality of e in SystemVerilog  OOP

 

FundamenTals  
and Terminology

There are a few basic concepts that need to 

be understood before you can take the first step. 

The easiest way to illustrate these concepts is 

to take a packet written in e, then see how it 

would be written in SystemVerilog.

Let’s start with PacketBase.e:

 
<’
struct   PacketBase   {
header : byte;
src : unit (bits   :   8)   ;
len : uint (bits   :   6);
payld : list of byte;
};
‘> 

 

In AOP, rather than lump the properties in the 

struct (which is a class in SystemVerilog), you 

place related properties in separate files and 

extend the functionality in place. This is because 

you do not need to create extended classes in 

AOP. Instead, the extended functionality is 

determined by which files are loaded or the 

order they are loaded in.

To create a test that applies specialized 

constraints, you change the aspect of the 

base class that you just created and add more 

properties; for example, fields and constraints. 

For example, in Mytest.e:

 
<’
extend   PacketBase   {
keep   payld.size()   <   1500; 
keep   src   in   [0x�A..0x�F]; 
keep   len   in   [�..8]; build_frame()   :   is   {   ....}; 
drive_MRx()   :   is   {   ....}; 
show()   :   is   {....};

‘>

This format allows you to load another 

file called Mytest2.e with a distinct set of 

constraints. Because the name of the extended 

class, PacketBase, is the same in both, the 

rest of the design recognizes the extended 

functionality. You make a change in one place, 

and it permeates everywhere that PacketBase 

is instantiated.

In comparison, using classic OOP, you create 

a base class and define all the base properties 

in it. SystemVerilog allows you to define which 

members can be randomized by using the rand 

or randc modifier.

For example a base class packet could be 

written as follows:

 
class   PacketBase;

byte   header;
rand   bit[7:0]   src;
rand   bit[5:0]   len;
rand   bit   [7:0]   payld   [];

virtual   function   show;
$display(“PacketBase=%h   %h  %h”,src,len,payld);
endfunction:show
virtual   function   build_frame(...);

..... 
endfunction

virtual   function   drive_MRx(...);
..... 
endfunction
....... 

endclass

In classic OOP, the base class contains 

properties which would be common to all 

classes; in other words, base and derived. It 

could also have prototype functions like the 

ones shown in the class PacketBase.

To create a test that applies specialized 

constraints, you extend the base class you just 

created and add more properties. For example, 

you can add class fields and constraints, as 

shown in the following:

 
class   EtherPacket   extends   PacketBase;

constraint   payload_size   {payld.size   >0   ; 
                                             payld.size   <   15;} 

It’s a Matter of Style—SystemVerilog for the e User  
by Raghu Ardeishar and Allan Crone, Mentor Graphics Corporation Verification Division
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constraint   c1   {src   inside   {[8’h�A:8’h�F];} 
constraint   c�   {len   inside{   [�:8]   };} 
virtual   function   build_frame(...); 
endfunction
virtual   function   drive_MRx(...);
endfunction
virtual   function   eth_print;

$display(“Calling   EtherPacket...”);
endfunction

endclass   :   EtherPacket

Notice that another class is being created. 

This class can contain functions which have 

the same names as the ones in the base 

class. It will override the base class functions 

polymorphically (provided they have the virtual 

keyword). Polymorphism is explained in detail 

in the next section.

In classic OOP, you instantiate the extended 

class, not the base class. If you extend a 

class, the base class and the classes which 

have already been instantiated will not see 

the changes. Nor would you want them to 

because the risk is very high that a person 

would carelessly extend a class and corrupt the 

functionality of all the instantiated classes.

Through abstract factory patterns, OOP offers 

a way to have the extended class correctly 

modify the functionality of the base class and 

the previously instantiated classes.

 

polymorphism  
in sysTemVerilog

Before delving into abstract factory patterns, 

we need to clarify some concepts regarding 

polymorphism in OOP SystemVerilog. Let’s 

start with the two classes, PacketBase and 

EtherPacket, and create objects of the two 

classes. Like e, SystemVerilog classes are 

not automatically constructed and, therefore, 

do not use memory before they are explicitly 

constructed by calling new.

The obj_PacketBase is now a handle to an 

instance of the PacketBase class, and the obj_

EtherPacket is now a handle to an instance of 

the EtherPacket.

 
PacketBase   obj_PacketBase   =   new; 

EtherPacket   obj_EtherPacket   =   new;

If you were to call methods using the “.” 

operator, you might end up with the following 

two call methods.

One calls the base objects method, with the 

constraints in the base object.

 

obj_PacketBase.build_frame();

The other calls the extended objects method. 

This uses an EtherPacket with the constraints 

in the extended object.

 

obj_EtherPacket.build_frame();

Next, you call the extended method by 

assigning the handle of the derived class 

(obj_EtherPacket) to the base class (obj_

PacketBase), as shown in the following:

 
obj_PacketBase   =   obj_EtherPacket;

obj_PacketBase.build_frame();

Even though you are calling the function from 

the base class, it has the handle of the extended 

class. This is what we mean by polymorphism. 

OOP users use polymorphism to create factory 

patterns that mimic the AOP functionality of 

e. In SystemVerilog, methods called using 

polymorphism must be declared as virtual.

leVeraging FacTory paTTerns

Factory patterns provide an easy way 

to replicate the AOP functionality of e in 

SystemVerilog. We will show how by taking a 

look at a common problem.

Let us say you have a class called EtherPacket 

instantiated throughout your design with 

a certain number of properties (variables, 

methods, and constraints). You want to make 

a change to some constraints, under the 

following two conditions. You want the changes 

reflected everywhere in the design, or you 

want EtherPacket to be completely replaced 

functionality-wise by EtherLargePacket, which 

is another class derived from PacketBase, but 

you do not want to modify the base class or 

EtherPacket class.

In e, because you extend the class without 

changing the name, you change every 

instantiation globally. This makes life very 

difficult if your intent is to change only 99 out of 

100 base class instantiations. In SystemVerilog, 

you can use factory patterns that allow you to 

do just that.

Consider the following class; this would form 

the base class:

 
class   PacketBase;

byte   header;
rand   bit[7:0]   src;
rand   bit[5:0]   len;
rand   bit   [7:0]   payld   [];
constraint   payload_size   {payld.size   >0   ;    
                                             payld.size   <   15;} 
constraint   c1   {   foreach(payld[i])   
                          {   (payld[i])   ==   ‘hff;   }} 
virtual   function   show;

$display(“PacketBase=%h   %h
                                      %h”,src,len,payld);

endfunction:show 
endclass   :   PacketBase

You can choose to use this in your design or 

not, that is entirely the verification engineer’s 

preference.
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Next, you extend the class by replacing and 

adding properties as follows:

 
class   EtherPacket   extends   PacketBase;

rand   bit[15:0]   len;
constraint   c1   {   src   inside   {[8’h�A:8’h�F]};}
constraint   c�   {len   inside{   [64:1518]   };}

constraint   payload_size   {payld.size   >15   ;
                                             payld.size   <   �0;} 
constraint   c�   {   foreach(payld[i])   
                          {   (payld[i])   ==   ‘haa;   }} 
virtual   function   show;

$display(“EtherPacket=%h   %h
                                       %h”,src,len,payld);

endfunction:show 
endclass   :   EtherPacket

Notice that the function show is redefined and 

that we added a variable len, which is 16-bits 

wide. There are now two different len variables, 

one in the base class and one in the sub class; 

the reason for this is that virtual methods have 

polymorphism, not members. The constraints 

are also new.

Now we come to the essence of the factory 

pattern. First, you define an intermediate class, 

stim_fact, as follows:

 
class   stim_fact;

static   function   PacketBase   create_stim;
EtherPacket   s   =   new;
return   s; 

endfunction:create_stim 
endclass   :   stim_fact

The purpose of the intermediate class is to 

return a class handle of the user’s choice; either 

the base class or any of its derived classes. The 

reason it works is polymorphism.

It is fully legal to assign a derived class 

handle to a base class object, but not vice 

versa. Therefore, you control what class is 

used in your design (for example PacketBase or 

EtherPacket) from stim_fact. This allows you to 

essentially mimic AOP while fully retaining OOP  

 

functionality, as you can still independently 

instantiate PacketBase or EtherPacket.

As an example, given the following code:

 
class   stim_gen; 
task   run; 
PacketBase   s;

s   =   stim_fact::create_stim;
assert(s.randomize);
s.show;

endtask
endclass:   stim_gen

which produces:

 
qverilog   ./src/fact_eth.sv
# vsim -do {run  -all;  quit  -f}  -l  qverilog.log  -c   top
..
# run   -all
# EtherPacket=�a  01�b   aa   aa   aa   aa  …
# EtherPacket=�f  008d   aa   aa   aa   aa  …
# EtherPacket=�a  0116   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa  …
# EtherPacket=�f  04�b   aa   aa   aa  ..
# EtherPacket=�a  018d   aa   aa   aa  …
# EtherPacket=�c  0��6   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa  …

First, you instantiate an object of the 

base type. Then you call a function from the 

intermediate class, which returns a handle to 

a class of your choosing; in other words, either 

the base class or the derived classes. From that 

point on, whenever you randomize the base 

class handle, you are essentially randomizing 

the extended class — all controlled from a 

central location.

Another way you can do this in SystemVerilog 

is by using an advanced feature called 

parameterization of classes. Consider a 

variation of the class stim_gen:

 
class  stim_gen #(type  PACKET =  PacketBase);
task   run; 

PACKET   s;
for(int   i=0;i<   5;i++)   begin 

s   =   new; 
assert(s.randomize);  

s.show;
end 

endtask
endclass:   stim_gen

Next you use the instantiation time to pick the 

class: the base or one of the derived classes. 

Again, this is much more flexible than the AOP 

approach, where you get all or none.

 
1. module  top;

�. import  pak_stim_fact::*;
�. stim_gen #(PacketBase) stim_gen_obj1 =   new;
4. stim_gen #(EtherPacket) stim_gen_obj� =   new;
5. initial
6. begin

a. stim_gen_obj1.run;
b. stim_gen_obj�.run;

7. end

8. endmodule:   top

In line �, you picked the base class and in line 

4 the extended class, using the same stim_gen 

class instantiation. The only requirement is that 

the class handle you passed has to be a derived 

class of PacketBase.

This produces the following:

 

qverilog   ./src/./src/fact_eth_param.sv

# vsim -do {run -all; quit -f} -l qverilog.log  -c   top

..

#   run   -all

#   run   -all

#   PacketBase=9a  1c   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff

#   PacketBase=77  1b   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff

#   PacketBase=0c  1�   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   

#   PacketBase=91  1e   ff   ff  

#   PacketBase=9c   1f   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff   ff

#   EtherPacket=�c   0��6   aa   aa   aa   aa ..

#   EtherPacket=�a   0�8d   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa ..

#   EtherPacket=�e   019�   aa   aa   aa   aa ..

#   EtherPacket=�d   0�b9   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa ..

#   EtherPacket=�f   0�be   aa   aa   aa ..
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WHen inheriTance in aop

e includes conditional inheritance, which can 

be made dependent on random variables. For 

example the previously defined PacketBase can 

be extended as follows:

 
<’
type  PacketSize  :  [SMALL,  MEDIUM  LARGE];
struct   PacketBase   {

header   :   byte;
src   :   unit   (bits   :   8)   ; 
len   :   uint   (bits   :   6); 
payld   :   list   of   byte;
.....
when   MEDIUM   {
                         keep   len   in   [5..10];
                         %checksum   :   byte;
                         .....
                         };
};

‘>

When an object of type PacketBase is being 

created, it will check the value of the random 

variable PacketSize. Accordingly, it will add the 

constraint for len and the checksum variable.

The same can be effectively done in 

SystemVerilog using strategy patterns, as 

follows. Let’s say you declare another extension 

to the EtherPacket class as:

class   EtherLargePacket   extends   EtherPacket;
constraint   payload_size   {payld.size   >10   ;
                                             payld.size   <   �0;} 
constraint   c�   {   foreach(payld[i])   
                          {   (payld[i])   ==   ‘hbb;   }} 
virtual   function   show;
$display(“EtherLargePacket=%h   %h   
                                                %h”,src,len,payld);

endfunction:show
endclass   :   EtherLargePacket

You modify the stimulus factory pattern 

generator that you used before:

 

typedef  enum  {SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE} PacketSize;
class  stim_fact;

static  function  PacketBase  create_stim(packet_size  ps);
case   (ps)

SMALL   :   begin
PacketBase   s   =   new;
return   s;
end

MEDIUM   :   begin
EtherPacket   s   =   new;
return   s;
end

LARGE   :   begin
EtherLargePacket  s  =  new;
return   s;
end

endcase   //   case(ps) 
endfunction:create_stim 

endclass   :   stim_fact

Based on the random value of PacketSize, 

you get the appropriate extended class handle, 

which is assigned to the base class.

 
# EtherLargePacket=0c0b0d0a�1�f   008d  bb  bb  bb  … 

# EtherLargePacket=0c0b0d0a�1�f   04�b  bb  bb  bb  bb  …

# EtherLargePacket=0c0b0d0a�1�f   0��6  bb  bb  bb  …

# PacketBase=beb17901�68a   1f   ff   ff   ff

# EtherLargePacket=0c0b0d0a�1�f   0�be   bb  bb  …

# PacketBase=8d�755a98616   �f   ff   ff

# EtherPacket=0c0b0d0a�1�e   0468   aa   aa   aa   aa   aa   …

# PacketBase=�d9b�a01167c   �1   ff   ff   ff

# EtherLargePacket=0c0b0d0a�1�e  046e  bb  bb  bb  bb  …

# EtherPacket=0c0b0d0a�1�e   0�ea   aa   aa   aa   aa   …

The functionality of when inheritance can 

also be achieved with the post_randomize() 

function; as shown in the example below, using 

the classes developed earlier: PacketBase, 

EtherPacket, and EtherLargePacket.

 
typedef   enum {SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE} packet_size;
class   stim_fact;

rand   packet_size   ps; 
PacketBase   PB; 
EtherPacket   EP; 

EtherLargePacket   LP;

function   void   post_randomize();
if   (ps   ==   SMALL)
begin

PB   =   new; 
PB.randomize;

end
else   if   (ps   ==   MEDIUM)
begin

EP   =   new; 
EP.randomize;

end 
else 
begin

LP   =   new; 
LP.randomize;

end 
endfunction:post_randomize 

endclass   :   stim_fact

The class stim_fact declares ps to be a 

random variable of type packet_size. stim_fact 

has three class declarations (PacketBase, 

EtherPacket, and EtherLargePacket), but they  

have not been new’ed. We are going to 

conditionally new them, thus achieving the when 

functionality. This is done in two steps. First, 

the variable ps is randomized and, based on 

the value of that variable (SMALL, MEDIUM, or 

LARGE), we instantiate one of the three classes 

in the post_randomize() function. Second, 

post_randomize() is called automatically 

after stim_fact.randomize is called, which 

instantiates one of the three classes and calls 

its randomization routine.

 

IS-AlSo inheriTance in e

When you want to add more functionality 

to a function, the is also in place extension in 

e is quite handy. Consider the following code 

snippet:

 
<̀
struct   MyStruct   is   {

increment()   is
{
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x   =   x   +   1;

};
};

extend   MyStruct   {
increment   is   also   {   x   =   x   -   1;   };

};
`>

The extension of MyStruct using the is 

also construct edits all versions of MyStruct 

everywhere in the design. While this may seem 

very flexible, it means that no code can be relied 

on to behave as originally written. MyStruct 

has been modified for all users – and there is 

nothing the original author of MyStruct can do 

to stop this from happening.

In OOP, by inserting virtual, the author can 

decide whether a method can be modified or 

not. Not only that, but the original method still 

exists whether or not you have modified it, 

and any changes you make only apply to that 

particular sub-class. Consider the following:

 
class   PacketBase;

task   initialise();//  non  virtual  -   
                                               you   CANNOT 
                                               MODIFY   THIS   
                                               METHOD/OVERLOAD

... 
endtask
virtual   task   build_frame

                                     (   input   bit   [7:0]   lsrc   );  
                                     //   virtual   -   you   can
                                     MODIFY/OVERLOAD

... endtask
endclass

class   EthernetPacket   extends   PacketBase;
build_frame(   input   bit   [7:0]   lsrc   );

super.build_frame(  lsrc  );  //  Calls  PacketBase’s   
                                                           build_frame
//   add   ethernet   functionality   here
//   changes   are   LOCAL   to   ethernet   packet

endtask
endclass

class   T1Packet   extends   PacketBase;
task   build_frame(   input   bit   [7:0]   lsrc   );

super.build_frame(  lsrc  );  //  Calls  PacketBase’s
                                                           build_frame

//   add   T1   functionality   here
//   changes   are   LOCAL   to   T1   packet 

endtask
endclass

You can still get to the original unedited 

version of build_frame (refer to class object p� 

below).

Consider:

 
EthernetPacket   e   =   new; 
T1Packet   t1   =   new; 
PacketBase   p;
PacketBase   p�   =   new;
p�.build_frame(0);   //   PacketBase   Version 
e.build_frame(0); //   EthernetPacket   version 
t1.build_frame(1);   //   T1Packet   version

p   =   e;   //Passing   the   extended  class 
                  (EthernetPacket) handle to base class 
                  object p.build_frame(�);

This calls the EthernetPacket build_frame 

because of polymorphism: the fact that build_

frame is virtual in PacketBase.

The original base class method is still 

there. OOP provides the flexibility of keeping 

the methods in both the base classes and all 

of the extended classes. By using the power 

of polymorphism, you can pick and choose 

which function to call (for example, by passing 

extended class handles to base classes).

conclusion

By using standard OOP techniques, you 

can implement the same functionality as 

in AOP to modify classes and customize or 

modify behavior, without breaking previously 

known-good code. This is the basic capability 

underlying any advanced verification 

methodology, regardless of the language that 

is used to implement it. When SystemVerilog, 

a truly unified hardware design and verification 

language, is applied to the problem, users 

are quickly able to construct extensible and 

reusable testbench environments to take 

advantage of functional coverage, assertions 

and testbench automation. In the proverbial 

sense, AOP and OOP are simply two ways of  

skinning this particular cat. e-users that choose 

to, or must, use SystemVerilog will find that it is 

very easy to accomplish the same verification 

objectives as in e. The Advanced Verification 

Methodology (AVM) from Mentor Graphics 

enables you to apply SystemVerilog to achieve 

these goals even more efficiently and quickly.

For a more detailed example of the concepts 

explained in this article, please see http://www.

mentor.com/techpapers/fulfillment /upload/

mentorpaper_�0�70.pdf
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